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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental investigation of the role of pipe-roofs in the
improvement of the stability of rectangular excavations constructed using pipe-roof technology.
This technology is suitable for the construction of underground passages in crowded areas subjected to
high requirements concerning soil settlement and stability during excavation construction. The design
of a rectangular pipe-roof excavation required an understanding of the interaction between the soil,
the pipe-roof and the excavation. This interaction is complex and plays an important role in the
features of the pipe roof excavation. This paper presents a series of 1g physical experimental tests
conducted in dry sand soil with an advanced monitoring system, which allows tracking of the soil
settlement, the pipe deformation and the soil pressure. Analysis of these tests shows the effective role
of the pipe-roof in reducing both the soil settlement and the soil pressure on the excavation. It also
shows the influence of pipes on the deformation mechanism of the soil and its evolution from low
deformation to the instability phase.

Keywords: pipe-roof; rectangle excavation stability; experiment; digital image; optical fiber;
settlement

1. Introduction

Roof-box jacking (RBJ) technology is used for the construction of shallow underground passages in
dense urban areas (Figure 1). The advantage of this technology lies in its effective role in the reduction
of the soil settlement and the improvement of the excavation stability in soft soils [1]. The performances
of the pipe-roof excavation depend on the interaction between the soil, the pipe-roof and the excavation.
This interaction is particularly complex and largely affects the contribution of the pipe roof to the
reduction of the soil settlement as well as to the improvement of the excavation stability.

Studies using limit equilibrium or limit analysis methods were used for the analysis of the tunnel
face stability [2–4]. Experimental studies were also conducted to explore excavation stabilities [5].
Lee et al. [6] analyzed the evolution of arching effects on the soil mass surrounding tunnels.
Idinger et al. [7] conducted small-scale centrifuge experiments to study the arching effects. Sun et al. [8]
recognized that soil dilation may have an adverse influence on the observed deformation and failure
mechanisms at low stress levels. Li et al. [9] determined that shear wedge damage in the direction of
the minimum principal stress can easily lead to collapse in tunnels. Little attention was given to the
analysis of the role of a pipe-roof in reducing soil settlement and providing stability improvement.
This paper presents an experimental study of the mechanical behavior of a rectangular excavation
supported by a pipe-roof. The study uses an advanced monitoring system, which allows tracking of
the soil settlement, the pipe deformation and the soil pressure. Analysis of these tests will enhance the
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understanding of the role of the pipe-roof in reducing both the soil settlement and the soil pressure
on the excavation. It will also show the influence of pipes on the deformation mechanism of the soil,
which is useful for the development of limit-analysis design methods for pipe-roof excavations.

Box culvert Pipe roof

Working wells

Figure 1. Illustration of the Roof-Box Jacking Method (RBJ).

2. Experimental

The main objective of the experimental program concerns the understanding of the mechanism of
interaction between the soil, the roof-pile and the excavation. Tests were conducted in a box (Figure 2)
with a scale ratio equals to 50. The right boundary of the model box is a transparent plexiglass plate,
which allows the formation and development of the sliding block and failure mode pipes fixed at the
side walls of the box to be observed (Figure 3). Sand was used in the study. Table 1 summarizes the
physical and mechanical properties of this sand.

Pipe roof Model excavation face

Figure 2. Box used in the experimental study.
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Figure 3. Localization of pipes in the box.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of the soil used in the study.

Dry Density (g/cm3) Proportion d50 ϕ/◦
Compressive

Strength (kPa)
Modulus of

Compression (MPa)

1.856 2.56 0.21 37 3.876 3.034

2.1. Monitoring System

Accurate monitoring technologies play an important role in physical experiments [10–12].
Li et al. [13]; thus, digital photogrammetry technology was employed to observe the surface
deformation on various scales. Sun et al. [14] studied the deformation and failure mechanism of
the surrounding rock using a high-definition camera. Zhu et al. [15] presented the application of a
3D digital image correlation technique to monitor cracking in concrete lining. Aldo et al. [16] used
distributed fiber-optic strain sensors and showed their capacity to detect localized strains.

Figure 4 shows the monitoring system used in the experimental study. A DIC binocular camera
was applied to monitor the 3D displacement of the ground surface. Distributed optical fiber was used
to monitor the deformation of the pipes. Figure 5 shows the pipe identification and the three pipes
monitored using fiber optics.

Figure 4. Box used in the laboratory study.
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Figure 5. The distribution diagram of the fibers.

Earth pressure cells were used to record the earth pressure variation during the excavation tests.
To ensure the spacing requirement of the earth pressure cells, only one direction of earth pressure
was measured in one experiment. Thus, the vertical and horizontal earth pressures of one measuring
point were obtained through multiple experiments. Due to the presence of the pipe roof, the layout
of the earth pressure cells is different under conditions with or without the pipe roof, as shown in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

Figure 6. The layout diagram of the earth pressure monitoring point without a pipe roof.

Figure 7. The layout diagram of the earth pressure monitoring point with a pipe roof.
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Table 2 summarizes the monitoring equipment used in the experimental tests. A DIC
binocular camera was applied to monitor the three-dimensional displacement of the ground surface,
and distributed optical fiber was used to monitor the deformation of the model pipe roof.

Table 2. Monitoring system.

Monitoring Equipment Monitoring Object Precision

DIC binocular camera The settlement of the ground surface 0.01 mm
Distributed optical fiber The deformation of pipes ≤1.0% FS
Earth pressure cell Earth pressure in soil stratum ≤0.5% FS
Pull pressure sensor The axial force of excavation face ≤0.5% FS
Displacement sensor The displacement of excavation face ≤0.5% FS

2.2. Experiment Program

The experimental program included 36 tests. For each depth ratio C/D (C is the depth of the
tunnel and D is the height of the excavation face), 12 tests were conducted. There were 3 sets of
conditions corresponding to different buried depth ratios without the pipe roof, and nine sets of
conditions corresponding to different buried depth ratios and different pipe roof stiffness values.
The relative stiffness was applied to describe model pipes for the sake of simplicity. The relative
stiffness value of 1.0 represents the stiffness calculated according the scale ratio of 50 and a practical
engineering in Shanghai [17]. The relative stiffness values of 0.5 and 2.0 are the relative stiffnesses
multiplied by 0.5 and 2, respectively. The longitudinal direction is defined as the direction of the model
box culvert axis, and the horizontal direction is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction in the
horizontal plane.

Each experimental test was conducted as follows:
(1) The excavation was set at the initial position, and the pipe roof was fixed; the model sand was

sprinkled from a constant height to obtain homogeneous soil stratum; the earth pressure cells were
placed during the soil stratum construction; the monitoring system was installed.

(2) For each test, the excavation face plate was gradually translated from the equilibrium position
until reaching the stability phase; experimental parameters were recorded, and the soil layer changes
were photographed through the plexiglass plate during the experiment.

(3) After completing the test, the sand in the model box was removed and the model excavation
face panel was restored to the initial position.

3. Results and Analysis

This section presents the results concerning the set of tests conducted with a buried depth ratio
of C/D = 1. It includes 4 tests: a test without the pipe roof and 3 tests conducted with EI = (0.5,
1.0 and 2.0).

3.1. Excavation Face Support Pressure

Figure 8 shows the variation of the ratio P/P0 with the excavation face displacement (∆/D); P and
P0 denote the pressure applied to the excavation face and its initial value, respectively. D is the height
of the rectangular excavation face. This shows that the pressure for the test without the pipe roof drops
rapidly first; after reaching the minimum value, it increases slowly up to a stabilized value. For tests
with the pipe roof, the pressure also drops rapidly to a stabilized value. The influence of pipe stiffness
(EI) on the variation of P/P0 is very low.

Figure 8 shows also that the relative displacement required for the load stability under the effect
of the pipe roof is larger than that without the pipe-roof. The relative displacement required for
the load-descending stage with the pipe roof is approximately 3 times that without the pipe roof.
In summary, the pipe roof can reduce the load on the excavation face and suppress the load fluctuation.
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Figure 8. Variation of the normalized pressure on the excavation face (P/P0) with the face displacement.

Table 3 shows the comparison of the minimum load and the final load on the excavation face.
In this table, Pmin and Pp−U denote the minimum load without the effect of the pipe roof and the
load under the effect of the pipe roof corresponding to the same displacement of Pmin, respectively.
Pp−min is the load at the end of the decrease stage under the effect of the pipe roof, whlie Pf are the final
loads without the pipe roof. ξU denotes the ratio (Pmin-Pp−U)/Pmin, which indicates the excavation
face load deviation of the ultimate state, while ξmax designates (Pmin-Pp−min)/Pmin, which indicates the
excavation face load deviation corresponding to the state of the maximum unloading ratio.

Table 3 shows that with the pipe roof, Pp−U/P0 decreases with increasing pipe stiffness. However,
the influence of piles stiffens (EI) on Pp−U/P0 is low; the increase of EI from 0.5 to 2.0 induces a
decrease of approximately 14% in Pp−U/P0.

As seen by comparing the two working conditions, ξU and ξmax increase with increasing pipe
roof stiffness. ξmax-ξU describes the reduction of the excavation face load from the limit state to the
state of the maximum unloading ratio. It decreases with increasing pipe stiffness, which shows an
improvement of the excavation stability with increasing pipe roof stiffness.

Table 3. Influence of the pipe roof on the key pressure parameters.

Load The Relative Stiffness
of the Pipe Roof

Load Load Deviation
(ξmax-ξU)/%

Pmin/P0 Pf /P0 Pp−U /P0 Pp−min/P0 ξU /% ξmax/%

0.151 0.253
0.5 0.128 0.109 15.23 27.85 12.62
1.0 0.118 0.102 21.85 32.45 10.60
2.0 0.110 0.097 27.15 35.76 8.61

3.2. Ground Settlement

Figure 9 shows the variation of the maximum ground settlement with the ratio (∆/D × 1000)
for the tests conducted with and without the pipe roof. The maximum settlement was observed at
approximately 0.25D in front of the excavation. The presence of the pipe roof induces an important
decrease in the ground settlement. Increasing pipe stiffness reduces the soil settlement; however,
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this influence is weak. The initial stage corresponds to the fast reduction in the load. The sliding block
moves, the pipe roof deforms, the soil arch is generated and a small settlement occurs when the surface
settlement enters the development stage. The displacement of the excavation face continues to increase
until the pipe roof is balanced with the upper soil arch and supports the overburden pressure. Finally,
the sliding block is separated from the upper pipe roof and the surface settlement becomes stable.

Figure 9. Variation in the ground settlement with excavation face displacement (∆/D × 1000).

The settlement curves with and without the pipe roof begin to separate rapidly in the settlement
development stage. The pipe roof is effective in limiting the development of surface settlement during
the settlement development stage.

The surface settlement without the pipe roof at the point where the gradient of the settlement
begins to increase significantly is defined as the critical settlement, Scr, and the corresponding state is
defined as the critical state. Under the effect of the pipe roof, considering the disturbance requirements
of the surrounding environment, the surface settlement at the end of the initial nonsedimentation stage
is defined as the surface critical settlement, Sp−cr.

Table 4 shows the comparison of the excavation face displacement corresponding to the limit
support pressure and the surface critical settlement, respectively. The displacement values are taken
as the corresponding normalized parameters. ∆PU is defined as the excavation face displacement
corresponding to the PU , ∆SCR is the excavation face displacement corresponding to the Scr, ∆p−PU is
the excavation face displacement state corresponding to the Pp−U , and ∆p−SCR is the excavation face
displacement corresponding to the Sp−cr.

For the test without the pipe roof, the displacement of the excavation face corresponding to PU is
smaller than the displacement corresponding to Scr, indicating that the surface settlement has hysteresis
with respect to the displacement of the excavation surface. At the ultimate state, the displacement
of the excavation face is small, with a quasi-zero surface. The displacement of the excavation face
required to generate the surface critical settlement, Scr, is quite large.

When there is no pipe roof, ∆PU/∆SCR is less than 1, indicating that the ground settlement
monitoring during tunnel construction to judge the stability of the excavation face is insufficient
due to hysteresis. Consequently, it is necessary to monitor and control the excavation face
pressure simultaneously to ensure the stability. The ∆p−PU/∆p−SCR is greater than 1 with the pipe
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roof, indicating that the monitoring of the excavation face has hysteresis with respect to surface
settlement. In conclusion, the pipe roof can effectively limit the environmental disturbance during the
construction process.

Table 4. Comparison of the excavation face displacement corresponding to limit support pressure and
surface critical settlement, respectively.

Without the Pipe Roof With the Pipe Roof

∆PU ∆SCR ∆PU /∆SCR The Relative Stiffness of the Pipe Roof ∆p−PU ∆p−SCR ∆p−PU /∆p−SCR

3.04 8.38 36.28%
0.5 12.13 5.06 239.72%
1.0 12.32 5.48 224.82%
2.0 12.51 6.12 204.41%

Figure 10 shows the three-dimensional maps of the ground surface settlement without the pipe
roof. The surface settlement area is concentrated on the left side due to the frictional force with
the plexiglass. The settlement zone has a spindle shape with a lateral width much greater than
the longitudinal length. At the end of the initial development stage, a spindle-shaped settling tank
appeared in the ground surface. With the movement of the excavation face, the settlement inside the
spindle-shaped settling tank increased, but the range did not change during the experiment.

The white void in Figure 10f is due to excessive deformation of the ground surface in the final
stage. The black stone speckle slipped off, and the adjacent two photographs are not recognized by the
corresponding algorithm, which results in a calculation error.

Settlement:mm

(a) Initial stage

Settlement:mm

(b) Stage 1
Settlement:mm

(c) Critical state

Settlement:mm

(d) Stage 2

Figure 10. Cont.
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Settlement:mm

(e) Stage 3

Settlement:mm

(f) Final stage

Figure 10. 3D maps of the surface settlement without the pipe roof, C/D = 1.

Figure 11 shows the three-dimensional maps of the ground surface settlement with the pipe roof.
Settling was significantly concentrated on the left side of the tank. Regardless of the edge friction,

the settling tank is half-elliptic. The length of the elliptical semimajor axis is 1.5L (L is the width of
the model box culvert), and the ratio of the semimajor axis to the semiminor axis is approximately
2.5:1. The figure does not show an obvious change in the ground surface from the initial stage to the
critical stage. The elliptical settling tank appeared and developed slowly during the development
stage. Combined with the results of other working conditions, there is almost no difference in the
elliptical settling tank range for different pipe roof stiffness values.

A comparison of Figures 10 and 11 shows that the pipe roof increases the range of the longitudinal
settling tank and transmits the overburden pressure above the sliding block to the soil on both sides of
the sliding block, which effectively reduces the surface settlement.

Settlement:mm

(a) Initial stage

Settlement:mm

(b) Stage 1

Figure 11. Cont.
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Settlement:mm

(c) Critical state

Settlement:mm

(d) Stage 2
Settlement:mm

(e) Stage 3

Settlement:mm

(f) Final stage

Figure 11. 3D maps of the surface settlement with the pipe roof, EI = 1.0; C/D = 1.

3.3. Pipe Roof Deformation

The deformation of the pipe roof was monitored by the optical fiber in real time. The marker
point of the maximum vertical deformation is at pipe No. 6 approximately 0.25D in front of the
excavation face. Figure 12 shows the variation of pipe’s maximum deformation with the displacement
of the excavation face. The deformation variation includes three stages. In the initial stage, the sliding
surface is generated, the pipe roof is almost free from the pressure difference without deformation.
Then, the displacement of the sliding block causes the vertical deformation of the pipe roof. With the
increase in the excavation face displacement, the sliding block is separated from the upper pipe roof
gradually. Finally, the pipe roof supports the overburden pressure and almost no displacement occurs.
The vertical deformation increases with decreasing pipe roof stiffness.

Figure 13 shows the shape of pipes with relative stiffness EI = 1.0. The maximum point of vertical
deformation of the pipe roof is approximately 35 mm in front of the excavation face. The vertical
deformation of pipe No. 10 accounts for approximately 60% of that of pipe No. 2 and No. 6 (Figure 5),
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indicating that the vertical deformation of the central pipe is significantly larger than that of the
edge pipes.

Figure 12. Variation of the maximum pipe deformation with the excavation face displacement.

Excavation face

Δ/D×1000=2

Δ/D×1000=29
Δ/D×1000=17

Pipe number
No. 2

No. 10
No. 6

Figure 13. Deformation of pipe roof for three levels of the excavation face displacement (EI=1.0).

Figure 14 shows the comparative analysis of the vertical deformation of the pipe roof and the
corresponding surface settlement. Di f is defined as the difference between the ground settlement
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and the pipe deformation. Under the same working conditions, the vertical deformation of the pipe
roof is greater than the corresponding ground surface settlement. Di f decreases with increasing
excavation face displacement and is insensitive to the relative pipe stiffness, reflecting the continuous
development of the soil arch structure.

Figure 14. The gap between the pipe roof vertical displacement and the corresponding ground
surface settlement.

Figure 15 shows the comparison between the shape of the pipe roof and the settlement tank of its
vertical projection line on the ground surface when the pipe relative stiffness is 1.0 and the buried depth
ratio equals 1. The shape of pipe No. 6 and the corresponding surface settlement curve are selected.
Figure 14 shows that the range of ground settlement is larger than that of the pipe roof deformation.
The maxima of the soil settlement and pipe roof deformation are located at approximately 0.25D from
the excavation face.
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Δ/D×1000=2

Δ/D×1000=29
Δ/D×1000=17

Excavation face

Corresponding soil settlement

Pipe roof deformation

Figure 15. Pipe roof deformation and corresponding soil settlement at different stages (EI = 1.0,
C/D = 1).

3.4. Soil Pressure

The axis direction of the box culvert is defined as longitudinal direction, and the direction
perpendicular to the axis of the box culvert in the horizontal plane is the horizontal direction.

Figure 16 shows the variation of the horizontal earth pressure coefficient (Kx = σx/sv) recorded
from the four earth pressure cells at the intersection of section C-C and section D′-D′. This test was
conducted without the pipe roof. In the initial stage, the horizontal lateral pressure coefficient is
equal to the initial lateral pressure coefficient K0. It increases first then decreases and finally stabilizes.
At high values of the excavation lateral displacement, we observe an increase in the horizontal earth
pressure coefficient with a depth up to a maximum (approximately 0.85) and then a decrease with
depth down to 0.6.
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Figure 16. Variation in the horizontal lateral pressure coefficient during the test (without the pipe roof).

Figure 17 shows the variation of the longitudinal lateral pressure coefficient (Ky) during the test.
It has the same trend as the horizontal pressure coefficient, but the final value of Ky in the lower part is
smaller than K0; it is close to the active earth pressure coefficient Ka. The change in lateral pressure
coefficient in the two directions reflects the formation of the soil arch.

Ka

Figure 17. Variation in the longitudinal lateral pressure coefficient (without the pipe roof).
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Figures 18 and 19 show the results obtained with the pipe-roof reinforcement. The variation in
the lateral pressure coefficients has similar trends as those observed in the excavation without the pipe
roof. The pipe roof stiffness does not influence the distribution of the earth pressure coefficients.

Comparison of Figures 17 and 19 shows that the pipe-roof reduces the coefficient of the
longitudinal lateral pressure.

Figure 18. Variation in the horizontal lateral pressure coefficient during the test (with the pipe roof).

Ka

0.5

2.0
1.0

Relative stiffness 
of the pipe roof

Figure 19. Variation in the longitudinal lateral pressure coefficient (with the pipe roof).
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3.5. Excavation Face Instability Mode

White sand layers were used in the experimental tests to follow the soil deformation during the
excavation process. Figure 20 shows the instability process development during a test without the pipe
roof. Figure 20b shows the initiation of the shear sliding zone in front of the rectangular excavation
face. Figure 20c–e show the settlement of the soil layer corresponding to the different excavation face
displacements. It can be clearly seen that the horizontal white quartz sand line was bent from the
bottom to the top and extends to the surface, and the width of the settlement was measured as 0.4D.
Then, the settlement appeared on the ground surface with a settlement width equal to the longitudinal
width of the failure zone. In Figure 20f, the failure zone extended to the ground surface, and the soil
arch was completely destroyed.

(a) Initial state (b)
Ultimate state of the support
force of the excavation face

Sliding surface

(c) ∆/D × 1000 = 6

Sliding surface

(d) ∆/D × 1000 = 9

Sliding surface

Failure zone

(e) ∆/D × 1000 = 16

Sliding surface

Failure zone
0.4D

(f) Final state

Figure 20. Instability process development during a test without the pipe roof (C/D = 1).

Figure 21 shows the results of the excavation supported by a pipe roof with EI = 1.0. The obvious
curvature of the horizontal white quartz is caused by the sand leakage in the gap between the plexiglass
panels and the pipe roof. The settlement of the ground surface can be determined by the change of
the white line. Similar to the test without the pipe roof, Figure 21c–e show the settlement of the soil
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layer corresponding to the different excavation face displacements. The horizontal white quartz sand
lines were bent slightly from the bottom to the top but did not extend to the ground surface. The pipe
roof blocked the development of the sliding surface and the width of the soil arch was different from
the width of the top of the sliding block. Figure 21f shows the final state with a settlement of 0.6D.
The pipe roof and the overlying soil with the soil arch reached the state of stress balance, and the
failure zone does not extend to the surface.

Compared with the condition without the pipe roof, the pipe roof causes an increase of
approximately 50% of the longitudinal width of the failure zone. The failure zone does not extend to
the ground surface.

(a) Initial state

Sliding surface

Pipe roof 0.6D

(b)
Ultimate state of the support
force of the excavation face

Sliding surface

Pipe roof

(c) ∆/D × 1000 = 6

Sliding surface

Pipe roof

(d) ∆/D × 1000 = 9

Sliding surface

Pipe roof

(e) ∆/D × 1000 = 16

Sliding surface

Pipe roof 0.6D

(f) Final state

Figure 21. Instability process development during a test with the pipe roof (C/D = 1, EI = 1.0).

4. Conclusions

This paper presented an experimental investigation of the mechanical behavior of a rectangular
pipe-roof excavation. This study aimed at understanding the role of the pipe roof in the improvement
of the stability of excavations using the pipe-roof technology. The experimental study was realized in
a plexiglass box using an advanced monitoring system, which allows tracking of the soil settlement,
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the pipe deformation, the soil pressure and the instability surfaces. Tests were conducted in different
configurations: excavation without the pipe roof, excavations with the pipe-roof with different values
of pipe stiffness (EI = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0). The following conclusion may be drawn:

1. The pipe roof can reduce the load on the excavation face and suppress the load fluctuation.
The excavation stability increase with increasing pipe roof stiffness.

2. The presence of the pipe roof induces an important decrease in the ground settlement. Increasing
pipe stiffness reduces the soil settlement, but the influence is weak. The pipe roof increases the
range of the longitudinal settling tank and transmits the overburden pressure above the sliding
block to the soil on both sides of the sliding block, which effectively reduces the surface settlement.

3. Under the same working conditions, the vertical deformation of the pipe roof is greater than the
corresponding ground surface settlement and the range of ground settlement is larger than that
of the pipe roof deformation.

4. The change in lateral pressure coefficient in the two directions reflects the formation of the soil
arch in the overburden soil of the pipe roof and the pipe roof stiffness does not influence the
distribution of the earth pressure coefficients.

5. Compared with the condition without the pipe roof, the pipe roof prevent the failure zone from
extending to the ground surface and causes an increase of approximately 50% of the longitudinal
width of the failure zone.

The pipe roof reduces the soil settlement, which is a major concern of this technology, and reduces
the earth pressure on the excavation face by the creation of an arch effect above the pipe roof.
Meanwhile, the stiffness of the pipe roof is not key factor. So the pipe roof is suitable for the construction
with environmental microdisturbance requirements. The experiment reveals the failure mode of the
excavation face under the effect of the pipe roof, and the design methods should avoid excessive
attention to gaining pipe roof stiffness when reducing environmental disturbances.
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